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Release 2.22.09

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

IQ-2341 - Invoice Details - when expanding Placements from Timesheets video buttons do not work

IQ-2347 - timesheet / shift questionnaire not looking at taglocation in the graded question

IQ-2352 - updating a vacancy choice description gives a PERSONID error

IQ-2353 - select all/none when not having textmessage role \(shift ticker view\) selects the wrong
column

IQ-2367 - Sales Transaction List - Our Ref and All fields need to be set to Uneditable/readonly

IQ-2373 - Self Bill - modification so that a TS with a transferbatch does NOT get set to -1

IQ-2378 - Quick Shift Fill button does not show on Customise Menu options for Top Icons only or Left
Icons

IQ-2381 - Size bloat with adding JPEG timesheet images to PDF invoices

IQ-2386 - Email Azure/Graph only retrieving 10 folders at each level.

IQ-2395 - ics calendar appointment do not set up the duration correctly.

IQ-2396 - picklist 'staffdiv' not selecting enough staff for drop down lists

IQ-2398 - Self Bill - picking up PAYE timesheets

IQ-2399 - Self Bill - creating invoices of zero value

IQ-2400 - Self-Bill - Primary key for table SelfBillInvoicesforPDF not unique \(““\) error

IQ-2403 - VAT Exempt problem from KT

IQ-2419 - Composite Company Templates - fields not clearing if not in new template

IQ-2424 - Button Bar icons and positioning - Staff Notes and Custom buttons

IQ-2430 - contact event class code in notifications

IQ-2435 - When putting <html> tag in notification template it does not bring through an email
signature
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IQ-2436 - self bill in never ending loop

IQ-2441 - temptimesheet billed = 1 being set with no journal lines

IQ-2442 - server port not being reset after a disconnect

IQ-2443 - CLONE - Fixed string length text questions

IQ-2444 - WPK payroll IQX issues

IQ-2462 - order of views on records not saving

IQ-2475 - invoicing with extra documents. Tiff and pdf add jpgs do not.

IQ-1636 - Add to Notifications to add a deep link, that sends to iqxWEB

IQ-2012 - Contact Event Improvement Project

IQ-2051 - Run a Job Recent List

IQ-2095 - Make Shift Cancel reasons departmental

IQ-2111 - Desk Top Inbox - Link to Delivery Method

IQ-2160 - Method via Notifications to send a candidate a list of lots of unfilled shifts with deep links

IQ-2241 - Web References - Somewhere on desktop or temp desk to manage active references

IQ-2260 - BCL - duplicate function for custom additions eg a tagchoice result

IQ-2261 - notification buttons on desktop

IQ-2277 - Temp Desk - Compliance - choice of hiding where warnings only make it show

IQ-2283 - Set a Default Vacancy Role on Client Temp Details

IQ-2285 - method to control days to expiry on TempDesk so that can make some dates not count for
some states

IQ-2289 - Adding a function to allow Notifications to change Progress States. Any others?

IQ-2301 - Request to switch off 2 Vacancy Short List buttons in Modify

IQ-2307 - Ability to spoof the assigned rights/permissions of a particular user

IQ-2315 - Placement Extension tweak to button label

IQ-2316 - Switch to change Placement Selector User dropdown Department to use Place Dept instead
of User Dept

IQ-2327 - User records - ability to create stored selections
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IQ-2328 - Add CompositeID to Pay\_Employment and set when composite company details are written
to Pay\_Employment

IQ-2330 - Upload page for timesheet images

IQ-2331 - Ability to set a BCC on a Notification that always be used for that Notif

IQ-2335 - API link\(s\) for IDSPs as gov allowing Digital checks in Sep

IQ-2342 - When Creating a New Timesheet from an existing do NOT close the original as it can be
useful to see rates

IQ-2343 - In Timesheet views add a column for TheirRef

IQ-2345 - Search results - Ability to tick all by Person State - BCL request

IQ-2348 - Add blobstore location \(internal or external including folder info\) to database diagnostics
db details

IQ-2350 - add logging to dbupdate

IQ-2351 - db updates takes a long time

IQ-2354 - Setvariable \(job runner\) .add new attributes to encode value

IQ-2355 - notification type drop down list not showing complete list

IQ-2356 - Person form - Add Preferred Clients and Preferred Shifts to Modify Screen

IQ-2358 - job runner, setvariable encrypt attribute

IQ-2359 - Contact Event mechanism for delivery - System to update Jobs

IQ-2360 - Contact Event delivery - Delphi work to amend - and create the procedure

IQ-2361 - warning message when timesheet images too big

IQ-2362 - Add field to IQXAccountsStatistics

IQ-2364 - change of reportbuilder message

IQ-2366 - Modification to IQ-2091 - need to put Hol/Anavail retrospectively \+ make work from Diary
entry

IQ-2368 - change for jenny, she wants an extra parameter for rbunit.emailreport

IQ-2369 - Modification to Person Search button defaults

IQ-2370 - Error when adding department questions

IQ-2371 - Add ability to Ad Hoc Invoice PDF to add Documents
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IQ-2374 - Sending Invoices - as each is successfully sent to mark individually as sent at that point

IQ-2375 - Testing Invoice image processing converting jpg to PDF

IQ-2376 - notification SHF\_POSTCODEDISTANCE round to 2 decimal point

IQ-2379 - Reregister candidate job and button.

IQ-2380 - Offer IO\_JPEG in <ImageFileConvert> as alternative to LZW compression

IQ-2383 - database diagnostic→tools view mis aligned on anywhere

IQ-2384 - BCL - Add waring to Vacancy

IQ-2385 - Fixed string length text questions

IQ-2387 - PRC division - internal BCL Legal candidates - record access

IQ-2389 - Notifications - ability to automatically save to record report attachments

IQ-2391 - Terminology questionnaire tab on placement

IQ-2392 - Contact Event - new functionality - Web Jobs

IQ-2393 - CLONE - Candidate to have a Preferred list of Shifts to work for.

IQ-2394 - jobrunner emailquery does not support htmlbody text

IQ-2397 - Show email provider on top right of desk top inbox

IQ-2405 - Prevent being able to Delete LINKED Document after timesheet processed

IQ-2406 - Procedure to call to create Contact Events to use with jobs and new fields and log entry

IQ-2407 - Temp Desk Transfer View - for Anywhere to download Tempdaid files instead of sending to a
folder

IQ-2409 - Preferred Client on Person - button to call selector instead of picklist

IQ-2410 - Add WhenEntered Field into Vacancy Shifts view

IQ-2412 - Ability to add additional documents to invoices

IQ-2420 - Enhance message when posting on bulk payments

IQ-2421 - Broadbean - modify View CV button to work in anywhere

IQ-2425 - sending http sms from contact events

IQ-2427 - new tables iqxnetyoti and utrcheck

IQ-2428 - Person Source changes not showing in Audit Trail
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IQ-2452 - Checking the whole Self Bill Process

IQ-2453 - If Self Bill Supplier Code exists then Co Name and VAT details don't show on Person, - need
to show non editable

IQ-2454 - Self Bill - new check on adding new Supplier Code that Co name and Reg and if VAT = Y
then VatReg exist

IQ-2457 - Self Bill - audit person changes of supplier code

IQ-2458 - Vacancy - if Modify screen = Hide Rates then also hide the Pay Charge line in Details

IQ-2474 - Attachments in notifications not picked up from jobrunner

IQ-2476 - Allow sending and Ah Hoc invoice without a pdf to use the email summary function

IQ-2478 - Invoices - Add Docs button to be on all views of Temp, Perm and Ad Hoc PDF invoices

IQ-2437 - wpk switches \(and table\) from gareth
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